STELVIO
ORIGINAL COLLECTION
The standout design of your Stelvio vehicle takes on a uniquely urbane look with the Matte Miron Accessory Line. Its flat, dark finish for mirrors, skid plates, wheels and grille brings real attitude to your ride. Accessories are available separately or as a complete Miron Package.

- 68379670AA – Miron Grille (Base/Ti only)
- 68215874 – Miron Grille (QV only)
- 68379653AA – Miron Mirrors
- 82215876 – Miron Skid Plate with Hitch
- 68418593AA – Miron Skid Plate without Hitch
- 68418770AA – Black Taillamps
- 68379668AA – Wheel Centre Caps

Add Black Taillamps† and Wheel Centre Caps to ramp things up even more.

- 68418770AA – Black Taillamps
- 68379668AA – Wheel Centre Caps

†Not shown.
FRONT GRILLE WITH CARBON FIBRE INSERT
For Non-QV [68418515AA]
For QV [82215879]

EXTERIOR MIRROR COVERS
In Carbon Fibre. Set of 2 [68418517AA]
DOOR PROJECTOR LIGHTS

LED projector lights feature White Alfa Romeo script. For front doors only. Set of 2. (68353798AA)
SPORT PEDALS KIT
Aluminum brake and accelerator kit.
[68379778AA]

SHIFTER
Carbon Fibre-wrapped bezel.
[68353808AA]
FUEL CAP
In Polished Aluminum, featuring the Alfa Romeo logo. [68353802AA]

BLACK TAILLAMPS KIT
Create a new rear view with this kit that adds an air of mystery. [68418770AA]

HITCH AND HITCH WIRING
[Not shown.] [68379650AA – Hitch] [68379651AA – Hitch Wiring]
ALL-WEATHER FLOOR MATS
Waterproof front and rear mats featuring Alfa Romeo script. [82216004AB]

CARGO TRAY
Waterproof tray featuring Stelvio logo protects the interior. [68418513AA – With Subwoofer]
[68418506AA – Without Subwoofer]
ROOF RACK AND CROSSRAILS

Required for all carriers. [68379641AA]

OUTDOOR CAR COVER

In Black, with Red Alfa Romeo script. [68379667AA]
20-INCH ALLOY WHEELS
Black with Silver accents. [68418511AA]

WHEEL CENTRE CAPS KIT
Set of 4 in Black and White. [68379668AA]

ALFA ROMEO BRANDED VALVE CAP
Set of 4. [68353397AA]

SECURITY BOLTS KIT
Includes 4 security bolts (wheel locks) and 2 security keys. [68353605AA]
FOLDABLE BOX
In Black, with Red embroidered Alfa Romeo script. Features carrying handle and fastening system to prevent sliding. [68353405AA]

LOADING EDGE PROTECTIVE MAT
In Black, with Red embroidered Alfa Romeo script. Foldable and removable. [68353406AA]

REAR-SEAT COVER
Protects the rear seats. Features White Alfa Romeo logo. [68353607AA]

Properly secure all cargo.
CARGO ORGANIZER
RAILS AND EYELETS
2 anchoring metal guides combine with 4 adjustable lock system eyelets to stabilize and secure loaded items. [68418528AA - Rails | 68418768AA - Eyelets]

TRUNK FLOOR
CARGO NET
Attaches to the cargo organizer eyelets or standard cargo hooks. [68379779AA]

DIVIDING NET
Removable net keeps your pet safely restricted to the rear cargo area. [68379757AA]

REAR SEATBACK
CARGO NET
Double-layer net acts to keep small- and medium-sized items secure. [68379679AA]
KEY COVERS
Feature White Alfa Romeo logo.
[68353800AA - Tri-Coat Competizione Red]
[68379744AA - Metallic Grey]
[68379758AA - Metallic Montecarlo Blue]
[68353799AA - Tri-Coat Trofeo White]

LICENCE PLATE FRAMES
Add a unique touch with a custom Alfa Romeo licence plate frame. Available in Stainless Steel Chrome or Black.
[82215801 - Chrome]
[82215800 - Black]

BATTERY CHARGER AND CONDITIONER
For all types of 12-volt lead-acid batteries.
[68353604AA]

ICE SCRAPER
In Black, featuring the Alfa Romeo logo.
[68360782AA]

ROADSIDE SAFETY KIT
Includes safety light stick and LED flashlight, as well as Alfa Romeo-branded gloves, high-visibility jacket and bag.
[68353404AA]

CAR CARE KIT
Includes 1 sponge, 2 cleaning towels, 2 brushes, 8 cleaning products (glass, wheel, tire, Carbon Fibre and Alcantara® leather, leather conditioner, insect residue remover, car cleaner and car wax) inside Alfa Romeo-branded bag.
[68360783AA]